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Summary

Competitive Strengths
• Thanks to its global MPLS network, VCS has one of the biggest on-net IPX footprints,
with good coverage in several emerging markets. Local access is also a considerable
strength. 

• Vodafone’s retail mobile and fixed operations provide a solid base for wholesale IPX
business.

• Vodafone has significant resources to fund its IPX ambitions.

• Vodafone’s IPX portfolio is developing rapidly, and reach and choice are augmented
with a growing number of multi-service peering agreements, and peering relations with
Tier 1 IPX providers.

• On-net 4G roaming is a major strength; Vodafone’s coverage is very difficult to match.

• The VCS IPX meets multiple needs, including carrying P2P and A2P SMS, connecting
customers to the Vodafone Messaging Hub, and connecting voice carriers to the new VCS
Intelligent Routing Platform.
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• VCS is a large-scale provider with
very strong global reach and capacity
within its networks. These strengths
result in an IPX message that can be

• Certain carriers can boast regional
local access and wholesale IPX service
sales and support advantages over
VCS, such as Telefonica in Latin

Competitive Weaknesses
• VCS’s IPX is developing very quickly in areas such as on-net 4G roaming, but its overall
IPX customer base is smaller than competitors such as BICS and Syniverse. 

• The IPX customer service portal does not currently boast any standout features. 

• A handful of competitors have been very quick to market with a commercial VoLTE
roaming service.

Current Perspective
VERY STRONGVERY STRONG   
Vodafone Carrier Services’ (VCS) IPX portfolio is very strong in the global IPX segment,
because the operator owns major global fixed and mobile operations and has one of the
largest on-net 4G roaming footprints. VCS carried between 4 and 7 billion Diameter
signalling transactions per month, with a peak rate of more than 2,000 Diameter
transactions per second during 2015. The IPX platform has achieved its forecast cost
savings by internalising traffic between its 26 OpCo markets. Most of VCS’ voice traffic is
still on the TDM network. The carrier’s IPX enables the exchange of voice traffic using the
newly introduced International Voice (Intelligent Routing) platform. The percentage of
voice traffic carried over the Vodafone IPX is still small but the growth rate of voice
minutes migrated to IPX is significant. With more than 461 million subscribers to its
mobile offerings, exchanging voice traffic over its IPX is a very significant capability. First
and foremost, the carrier’s IPX platform is intended as a supporting pillar for Vodafone’s,
and its MNO partners’, mobile strategies. VCS’ IPX represents an access point between
its network and the hundreds of MNOs with which the operator interfaces. Ultimately,
other providers that do not have major mobile subsidiaries, or their own substantial end
customer base, face risk with their IPX investments. Vodafone operates deep local access
networks in 13 countries, giving very attractive access options onto its IPX. VCS believes
95% of IPX prospects are likely to be colocated in telehouses used by VCS, and that VCS
networks pass 70% of its prospects’ networks directly. 

VCS’ official IPX commercial launch took place during October 2015, and in contrast a
handful of competitors entered the market with their commercial IPX products ahead of
the company, giving them early-mover advantages. More could be done to embellish the
operator’s online portal. There is no single pervasive worldwide super-carrier, and as
such VCS IPX will face competition from regional strong-arms such as Tata
Communications in emerging markets in Asia, TSIC in the Nordics and Baltic States, and
Telefonica in South Americas. Finally some nimble players such as Syniverse have
already launched commercial VoLTE roaming services that leverage IPX.

Strengths and Weaknesses

Strengths Weaknesses



leveraged to present an attractive
proposition for anyone requiring
support for a global business,
particularly those that want exposure
to emerging markets such as Africa
and India, where mobile data traffic is
doubling annually.

• VCS stakes a fair claim that it has
one of the strongest 4G roaming
footprints in the market. Vodafone
offers its subscribers commercial 4G
roaming to more countries than local
competition, and in total 86 countries
are covered by commercial 4G roaming
service.

• VCS’s IPX was built to support its
own consumption. Thanks to its large
network investment and existing global
presence, including fixed and wireless
assets, more than 461 million
customers and hundreds of MNO
partners, the resulting VCS IPX
platform delivers internal benefits and
synergies, and reduces risk compared
with rivals that are building IPX
platforms solely for external
customers. 

• The Vodafone Group has powerful
investment clout. Even if the bulk of
investment is in blanket 4G coverage of
Europe, as opposed to directly into
expanding/upgrading VCS’s wholesale
network, the resultant boost in 4G
traffic will help drive IPX growth and
synergies.

• VCS is leveraging Vodafone's retail
phone base of more than 461 million
subscribers, which gives it a lower cost
base for voice, signalling and data,
than smaller operators, and one, which
it is intent on driving even lower. Its
IPX investment will support this drive. 

• VCS has made significant progress in
the past year with its IPX solution,
which was officially launched during

America and TSIC in the Nordic
countries and Baltic States. 

• A number of disruptive providers
such as Syniverse and iBasis have been
fleet-footed and aggressive in carving
out market share for their innovative
IPX services. Such companies have
very focused approaches and can be
very flexible and fast-reacting in
responding to customer needs due to
their relative small sizes. 

• Syniverse claimed a world-first during
2015 by delivering a fully commercial
VoLTE roaming solution that allows
South Korea’s LG Uplus subscribers to
conduct VoLTE roaming while in Japan
on KDDI’s network.

• Several competitors launched fully-
defined commercial IPX proposals
ahead of VCS. This has allowed such
players to secure market share and
built out customer references. 

• The VCS customer portal and service
management tool for its IPX range
does not have any standout features,
although will change in due course. 



Rating Very Strong

Voice over
IPX
switching,
nodes,
gateways

VCS operates hubs for service
platforms in Europe, Asia and
America.International voice services
are extended globally through
Vodafone's next-generation network
switches in UK, USA, Germany, Spain,
Italy, Turkey, UAE, Australia, New
Zealand, South Africa, India and Hong
Kong.

Signaling over
IPX routing
hubs

For roaming signalling services, the
European hub is distributed across sites
in Madrid, Barcelona and Ratingen.

Video over
IPX nodes &
gateways

Not requested by customers; under
evaluation with upcoming VoLTE
enablement

Underlying
MPLS

A single global logical MPLS network
supports IPX offerings.
VCS uses the same MPLS PoPs for IPX
that it now uses for existing products
such as IP VPN and Carrier-MPLS.
IPX customers will be able to leverage
VCS's plans to roll out MPLS PoPs to 74
countries by March 2016 as part of the
GBP 19 billion Project Spring
infrastructure investment programme.

Platform &
Architecture

Alcatel-Lucent and Cisco provide the
MPLS network; Ericsson Signalling
Transfer Points (STPs) provide 2G/3G
roaming signalling services, with Acme
(acquired by Oracle in February 2013)

October 2015. VCS IPX now carries all
2G/3G/4G roaming signalling and
payload traffic of all European
Vodafone markets, with a few
outstanding non-European markets to
be added.

Metrics

Network & Reach



providing 4G roaming signalling
services. Oracle provides Session
Boarder Controller for Voice over IPX
services and NetNumber the central
routing platform

Interconnection
Partners

For internal purposes, Vodafone has
had centralised 2G/3G roaming
signalling and GRX for years via the
Vodafone MPLS network to which most
Vodafone markets are connected. 
These connections are also used for 4G
roaming signalling. 
Since VCS opened its network to others
in June 2014, More than 15 peerings
have gone live; including all Tier-1 IPX
Provider. More importantly, four
deployments are true multi-service
peerings with at least three different
services operated in parallel across one
interconnect.

Access Access to the IPX will be delivered to
VCS’ existing MPLS PoPs. 
Where the customer and VCS are not
co-located, VCS offers other access
methods from its existing product
portfolio, such as Carrier Ethernet and
leased lines. 
VCS recommends that customers use
at least two geographically separate
connection points to provide resilient
alternate routing. 
All access agreements are on a direct,
bilateral basis between principals.

Rating Strong

Signaling &
Roaming

Available IPX signalling/roaming
includes: 
IPX Access – the baseline service to
connect to VCS’s IPX network 
IPX Diameter, enabling 4G roaming
signalling 
IPX GRX and IPX Transport, enabling

Portfolio & Features



the exchange of user payload in two
forms, GRX and IPX Transport;
whereby traffic is exchanged according
to the class of service defined in GSMA
IR.34 with DSCP flags set by the
customer 
IPX Sigtran, enabling 2G/3G roaming
signalling and access for SMS
hubs/aggregators

Voice Voice over IPX is live since November
2015 with first customers connected
and first live traffic exchanged between
third parties and Vodafone markets.

Video Not requested by customers; under
evaluation with upcoming VoLTE
enablement

Codecs VCS supports the following voice and
video codecs: AMR (Adaptive Multi
Rate), FR AMR - Full Rate AMR, HR
AMR - Half Rate AMR, WB-AMR - Wide
Band AMR, G.711 A-law, G.711 µ-
lawG.729, G.729A, G.729B to support
wired SIP clients, G.722 for wired SIP
clients supporting HD voice, G.723

Managed
Services

VCS supplies a fully managed IPX
network based on a fully managed
MPLS network. 
Customers (MNOs, FNOs, other IPX-Ps,
etc.) connecting to the Vodafone IPX
network can choose to build their own
IPX services on top of VCS's MPLS
network (as one well-known IPX
provider is already doing), or to pick
and choose IPX-based services from
the VCS portfolio for VCS to manage.

Cloud-Based
and IaaS IPX

Customers may or may not be required
to invest in new access equipment
depending on the service ordered. 
VCS has implemented hosted DEA
(Diameter Edge Agent) for selected
customers to reduce customer
investment and/or accelerate customer
entry in 4G roaming. VCS also offers
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managed SMS Firewall services, access
to the Vodafone Messaging Hub.

Customer
Portal and
End-User
Management
Tools

VCS provides customer access to all
IPX-related functions via one portal
Customer can see their invoices, track
order status, track the status of trouble
tickets, and download performance
reports.

Optimization Vodafone uses sophisticated network
optimisation tools at different network
and application layers and functions. 
These are used in combination to
optimise the performance of its IPX
product suite and customer experience.

GSMA
Standards

Compliant to IR.34, IR.77, IR.67,
IR.40, IR.88 
VCS is committed to meeting GSMA
IPX standards and supports cascaded
payments for services that require a
commercial hubbing solution, such as
voice and SMS. 
Member of i3 Forum 
VCS supports the carrier position
discussed within GSMA and i3F that
true end-to-end QoS reports for some
IPX services include end-user
behaviour. 
VCS defines the end-to-end
demarcation points on a per-service
basis and specifies the measurement
points for each KPI transparently.

Security VCS IPX services fully comply with
GSMA recommendations, especially
IR.77, Vodafone’s strict internal
security guidelines and operational
procedures, and industry best practice.

Rating Very Strong

Main
Performance
Metrics

IPX network availability level guarantee
at or above 99.995% for all traffic
classes between any two PoPs of its

SLA, Support & Delivery



IPX network. Response and Resolution
times are standard. 
It reports service availability standards
on a per service. 
For IPX Transport customers, VCS
reports delay, packet loss and jitter per
class of service for a broad range of
destinations.
VCS commits SLAs for international
voice services as part of its structured
managed service agreements.

SLA Tiers VCS has not yet had customer demand
for SLA tiers and has therefore not
developed a tiered service offer. 
There is a standard, leading edge SLA
for (typical) connection of customers to
the IPX via two geographically separate
access points. Customers connecting
via a single access point, say for cost
reasons, experience lower guaranteed
service availability. 
VCS will offer three quality classes for
voice termination over IPX – Gold,
Silver and Bronze – plus a premium
quality service for VoLTE and HD voice.
VCS will implement quality classes by
dedicated routing tables. 
Carrier customers can select the
appropriate service class meeting their
QoS requirements by selecting the
appropriate routing plan which aligns
to their expectations. 
Each routing plan will differ in terms of
specific KPIs such as NER, ABR, ACD,
ASR and CLI delivery. 
Common with all wholesale voice
carriers, no single KPI threshold can be
offered for each QoS tier, this being
due to the complexities faced in
terminating traffic to certain
destinations.

MTTR Mean times to restore service depend
on the service and are committed in
service schedules



Trouble
Ticketing

VCS uses a number of tools and
processes to support reactive as well as
proactive trouble tickets. A fully
integrated trouble ticket flow ensures
consistent communication and tracking
from customer service up to 3rd level
support functions. 
Customers can raise incidents via
online trouble tickets and via phone for
critical incidents. 
VCS will inform customers proactively
on progress to resolve the issue. 
VCS also warns customers in advance
of planned maintenance work.

Provisioning
Lead Time

Provisioning lead times vary per service
and per the requested action, and each
case is unique. 
When a customer with adequate
equipment is colocated with a VCS IPX
PoP, implementation time can be as
short as 10 days, once all technical
details are agreed and sufficient
transmission capacity being available. 
In addition, provisioning a new service
takes longer than provisioning a new
traffic relation, and provisioning times
are shorter for on-net customers than
for off-net customers due to the need
to coordinate with the other IPX
provider.
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